TILLAMOOK COUNTY RETESTNESS #771

SEC. 22
INITIAL POINT 22 T 4 S R 10 W., WM.
PARK ADDITION CLOVERDALE
HISTORICAL: "C - 19"

CONDITION
FOUND: Found Good 2" iron pipe with brass bolt in center 0' above pavement surface of HWY 101.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I SET A 1' IRON ROD 1' LONG WITH A BRASS CAP,
SET INSIDE THE FOUND 2" IRON PIPE.

INT PT
PARK ADD
CLOVERDALE
RS 793

NEW ACCESSORY: The initial point is approx. 2' south of the apparent centerline of HWY 101.

COMMENTS: I SET the Brass Cap at the Existing Surface of HWY 101 and at the intersection of Bridge Street and HWY 101. I tamped cold-patch around the iron rod and Brass Cap until very solid.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: TERRY JONES

DATE: 5/27/81

* = County corner tag affixed.